
MINUTES OF DYNAMO MEETING HELD 22 JANUARY 2019 
 
Present:     Patricia Clarke, Jim Davies, Dick Follows, John Hardiman, Paul Stubbins 
 
1. PROPOSED NEW BIKE RACKS AT LANCASTER RAILWAY STATION  
 
Planning application 19/00002 on the Lancaster City Council planning website. 
 
Virgin Trains have put in an application for 149 new, closely packed, upright bicycle racks at 
Lancaster railway station.  These are stated to be in addition to the existing bike stands.  
(The lockers will be removed.)  From close reading of the application, it seems that it is 
required because Lancaster station is a listed building; it’s the impact on the historic fabric 
that is the reason for the application, NOT the design of the bike racks. 
 
However, Dynamo is strongly opposed to the new bike racks (while welcoming the increase 
in number but sorry to see the lockers go).  There will be difficulties for some – those with 
disabilities, children, people with less strength – lifting their bikes up.  The spacing is very 
tight, leaving no room for manoeuvring.  Two or three cycle-commuters trying to lock their 
bikes up in a hurry to catch their trains will not welcome the fiddly fixings and banging into 
each other.  The rack design may be harmful to bike bits like mudguards.   
 
Lancaster University will be responding to the planning application; they do not seem to be 
particularly in favour.  Matt Hodges, Cycling UK, has already written to object to the 
planning application.  
 
Our objections are to the quality and spacing of the proposed bike racks.  If the existing ones 
are staying, we would be happy with fewer, better quality Sheffield stands.  The Virgin 
argument is that cyclists are locking bikes to the listed building pillars, but if the new racks 
are unfriendly then this will continue.   
 
What is Dynamo’s alternative?  Double the existing capacity and make them hoops.  Falco 
racks would not be in keeping with the appearance of the listed building.  Patricia will 
contact Dave Brookes, councillor for the ward that includes the railway station. 
 
Patricia will count the existing bike rack capacity and ask the City Council what they will be 
doing with the lockers.   
 
Patricia will draft a press release, expressing concern over loss of secure parking and 
replacement with poorly designed stands.   Patricia will try to contact Virgin again.   
 
Action:  Patricia 
 
2. A6 
 
There are encouraging plans for the A6, but they have to go through all kinds of hoops 
before anything happens.   
 

https://planning.lancaster.gov.uk/online-applications/


Re BP garage and lorries parking on the cycle lane being hazardous (see comments to blog 
item).  Could we ask Spar to give thought to this as a safety issue?  Check out accident data 
for BP garage.  Contact companies – tell them that lorries are parking in cycle lanes.  Patricia 
will contact people who replied to BP garage blogpost asking them if this is still happening 
and if they can get a photo. 
 
Paul will write to police to ask for new accident data. 
 
Action:  Paul, Patricia 
 
3. NASTY BEND AT THE BOTTOM OF CHINA STREET 

 
We need to follow up on this accident point – at least ask the 
County Council to repaint the cycle lane.  Perhaps also ask for 
repainting of, say, a very faded give way sign on a road junction 
to see if cycle infrastructure is being ignored.  Paul and John will 
liaise over this. 
 
ACTION:  John, Paul 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
4. CYCLING UK CAMPAIGN RE EARMARKED FUNDING FOR CYCLING & WALKING 
PLANS 
 
Dick wrote to Cat Smith, who elicited a reply from the Minister at the Department of 
Transport.  Patricia got reply from Lancashire Enterprise Partnership.  Patricia will put the 
letters on the blog. 
 
Action:  Patricia 
 
5. LUNE PATH CLOSURE  
 
Some of the trees are already earmarked for chopping.  Dick has chased for details of an 
alternative cycle route during construction works, but without success.  A planning officer 
has confirmed that the conditions include consultation with Dynamo, but it may be at a 
stage that is too late for any route to be improved.   
 
Funding is still not secure, so there is a risk that trees will be felled (time-sensitive in view of 
nesting birds) and the funding will never appear.   
 
There is still no sign of the vulnerable road user safety audit.   
 

https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/2018/12/13/your-comments-please-for-bp-garage-on-a6-south/
https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/2018/12/13/your-comments-please-for-bp-garage-on-a6-south/


Dick will write to Gary Bowker at the City Council again, asking about the safety audit and 
for an update and timeline on the alternative as time is getting tight.  Could we step in with 
an offer to do our own audit, or say we are currently compiling our own audit to ascertain 
types of users?  Or say that we are being asked by vulnerable path users what’s happening?  
If there is no answer, we should following up again with Petra Williams, planning officer. 
 
Action:  Dick 
 
6. PLANNING APPLICATIONS UPDATE 
 
Patricia has objected to the proposed Aldi store on the site of B&Q on Aldcliffe Road, asking 
that Queen Street be blocked off at the junction with King Street to avoid crashes.  Patricia 
will keep an eye on it. 
 
Action:  Patricia 
 
7. CRITICAL MASS 
 
There is a critical mass on Friday 28 January in support of Extinction Rebellion.   

 
8. DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING 
 
Tuesday 26 February at 7.30 p.m. at Dick & Patricia’s house. 

https://lancasterdynamo.wordpress.com/2018/12/27/dynamos-objection-to-aldi-store-on-aldcliffe-road-increased-danger-to-cyclists/

